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Abstract 
An aggregate signature scheme can aggregate n signatures on n distinct messages from n 

distinct signers into a single signature． ， ．Thus n verification equations can be reduced to one So the 
aggregate signature adapts to Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET). In this paper, we propose an efficient ID-
based aggregate signature scheme with constant pairing computations. Compared with the existing ID-
based aggregate signature schemes， this scheme greatly improves the efficiency of signature 
communication and verification. In addition, in this work, we apply our ID-based aggregate signature to 
authenticated routing protocol to present a secure routing scheme. Our scheme not only provides sound 
authentication and a secure routing protocol in ad hoc networks, but also meets the nature of MANET. 
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1. Introduction 
In the past decades, mobile communications have experienced an explosive growth. In 

particular, one area of mobile communication, the Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANET) have 
attracted significant attention due to its multiple applications. MANET is a network consisting of 
mobile nodes which communicate with each other through wireless medium without any fixed 
infrastructure such as access points or base stations. Each node in ad hoc networks carries out 
networking functions such as packet forwarding, routing and network management, while only 
dedicated nodes like routers support networking functions in the wired network. Due to these 
characteristics, ad hoc network is especially exposed to security threats. Therefore, security in 
ad hoc networks is an essential component for basic networking functions. 

The concept of aggregate signature was introduced by Boneh et al [1]. Idea of the 
aggregate signature scheme is to combine n signatures on n different messages, signed by n 
(possibly different) signers, and to obtain a single aggregate signature which provides the same 
certainty as the n initial signatures.      

An approach to the construction of IBS schemes is a generic transformation that 
converts any standard signature (SS) schemes into IBS schemes. This approach is to use a SS 
scheme and simply attach a certificate containing the public key of the signer to the signature. 
This certification-based approach is apparently folklore. Bellare et al. [2] formalized the idea by 
providing a generic and secure construction of IBS schemes from any secure SS scheme. 
Recently, Galindo et al. [3] proposed a generic construction of IBS schemes with additional 
properties by extending Bellare et al.’s construction. Their results contain a generic construction 
of IBAS schemes from SS schemes which allow constant-length aggregations [4, 5]. However, 
the length of its resulting IBAS is linear with respect to the number of signers n because it 
consists of the aggregate signature from base standard signatures together with additional n 
public keys. Also, the technique has few applications because there is only one SS scheme 
which is constant-length aggregations, namely, BLS short signature schemes its AS scheme [6-
8]. In that case, the converted IBAS scheme from Galindo et al. construction based on BLS 
scheme requires O(n) pairing computations. In practical situations where IBS provided by 
multiple signers for a long period of time are verified simultaneously, the verification cost and 
the flexibility would be preferable to the communication cost. We note that the pairing 
computation is the most time consuming in pairing-based cryptosystems. Although there have 
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been many works discussing the complexity of pairings and how to speed up the pairing 
computation, the computation of the pairing still remains time-consuming. Thus, to construct a 
practically usable scheme, the number of pairing computations should be minimized [9-13]. In 
this paper, we propose an IBS scheme which allows an IBAS scheme with constant pairing 
computations. Our IBAS scheme requires neither an extra communication round nor a certain 
synchronization for aggregating randomness, while it does not achieve compactness. 

We note that the pairing computation is the most time consuming in pairing-based 
cryptosystems. Although there have been many works discussing the complexity of pairings and 
how to speed up the pairing computation, the computation of the pairing still remains time-
consuming. Thus, to construct a practically usable scheme, the number of pairing computations 
should be minimized. In this paper, we propose an IBS scheme which allows an IBAS scheme 
with constant pairing computations. Our IBAS scheme requires neither an extra communication 
round nor a certain synchronization for aggregating randomness, while it does not achieve 
compactness. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide the 
preliminaries about aggregate signature. In Section 3, we propose a new IBAS scheme and 
compare with existing ones. After that, we present a security authenticated routing protocol in 
Section 4. Concluding remarks are given in section 5. 
 
 
2. Preliminaries 
2.1. Definitions and Computational Assumptions 

Let 1G  be a cyclic additive group of order q , 2G be a cyclic multiplicative group of order 

q , a map 1 2:e G G  is said to be bilinear if it satisfies the following properties: 

 

(1) Bilinearity: ( , ) ( , )abe aP bQ e P Q  for all 1,P Q G  and for all , .a b Z  

(2) Non-degeneracy: There exists 1P G  such that ( , ) 1.e P P   

(3) Computability: There is an efficient algorithm to compute ( , )e P P  for any 1, .P Q G  

  
We call such a bilinear map as a admissible bilinear map. The Weil pairing and Tate 

pairing associate with super-singular elliptic curve can be modified to create such bilinear map. 
  The Computation Diffie-Hellman Problem (CDHP) is to compute abP for given 

1, ,P aP bP G . The Bi-linear Diffie-Hellman Problem (BDHP) is to compute ( , )abce P P  for given 

1, , ,P aP bP cP G  for any , , pa b c Z . 

 
2.2. Components of IBAS Schemes 

An IBAS scheme 
( , , , , )IBAS setup Extract Sign Agg AVerify  

 based on the IBS scheme  
( , , , )IBS setup Extract Sign Verify  

 is specified by five polynomial time algorithms with the following functionality: 
Setup. The randomized parameter generation algorithm Setup takes input 1k , where 

k Z  is the security parameter and outputs some publicly known system parameters. 
Extract. The randomized private key extraction algorithm Extract takes input a user 

identity ID and a master secret msk, and outputs a private key  
 

( , ).IDS Extract msk m  

 
Sign. The randomized signing algorithm Sign takes input a private key IDS  corresponding to ID 

and a message *{0,1}m , and outputs a signature  

 
( , ).IDSign S m   
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Verify. The randomized verification algorithm Verify takes input an identity ID , a message 
*{0,1}m , and outputs True if  

 
Verify ( , , ) 1m ID   ,  

 
or False otherwise. 
        Agg. The aggregate signature generation algorithm Agg based on the Sign algorithm takes 

input a sequence of signatures 1{ }n
i i   on 1{ }n

i im   for 1{ }n
i iID   and outputs an aggregate 

signature  
 

1( , , )nAgg   L . 

 
AVerify. The aggregation verification algorithm AVerify takes input a sequence of 

identities ( , , )i nID IDL , messages 1( , , )nm mL  and an aggregate signature   and outputs 

True if 
 
AVerify 1 1( , , , , , ) 1n nm m ID ID L L  

 
Or False otherwise. 
 
 
3. New Efficient ID-Based Aggregate Signature Scheme 
3.1. Proposed ID-Based Aggregate Signature Scheme: IBAS 

Now, we propose a new IBS scheme which allows to construct an efficient IBAS 
scheme. 
Setup. Given a security parameter k Z , the algorithm works as follows: 

(1) Run the parameter generator on input k  to generate a prime q , two groups 1 2,G G  of  order 

q , a generator P  in 1G  and an admissible pairing 1 2 2:e G G G  . 

(2) Pick a random *
qs Z  and set pubP sP . 

(3) Choose cryptographic hash functions  
 

*
1 1:{0,1}H G   and 

*
2 :{0,1} qH Z . 

 
The system parameters is 
 

1 2 1 2( , , , , , , , ).pubParams q G G e P P H H  

 

Extract. For a given string *{0,1}ID , 

(1) Compute 1 1( )IDQ H ID G  . 

(2) Set the private key IDS  to be IDs Q , where s  is a master secret. 

Sign. Given a private key IDS  and a message *{0,1}M  , 

(1) Choose *
R qr Z  and compute  

 

1.U r P G    

 
(2) Compute  
 

2 ( , , ) qh H ID M U Z  , and 
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1ID pubV S h r P G     . 

 
The signature on m  is  
 

( , )U V  . 

 
Verify. Give a signature ( , )U V   of m  for an identity ID, 

(1) Compute  
 

1 1( )IDQ H ID G            and 

2 ( , , ) .qh H ID M U Z   

 
(2) Verify where  
 

( , )e V P  

( , )ID pube Q h U P    

 
holds or not. If it holds, accept the signature. 
By bilinearity of the pairing e , the consistency of the scheme is easy to verify: 
 

( , )e V P  

( , )ID pube S h r P P     

( , )ID pube Q h U P    

 
 Agg. Let 1{ , , }nA A A L  be the set of users. For an aggregating subset of users S A , assign 

to each user an index i , ranging from 1 | |to k S . 

(1) Each user iA S  computes ( , )i iU V  on a message *{0,1}iM  . 

(2) Compute  
 

1

k

ii
V V


  and output 

1( , , , )kU U V  L  

 
as an aggregate signature. 
AVerify. Given an aggregate signature 1( , , , )kU U V  L  as above, 

(1) Compute  
 

1( )i iQ H ID  and 

2 ( , , )i i i ih H ID m U ,  1, , .i k L  

 
(2) Verify where  
 

( , )e V P  

1
( ( ), )

k

i i i pubi
e Q h U P


    

 
holds or not. If it holds, accept the aggregate signature, Or reject otherwise. 
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3.2. Comparison 
Here, we will compare our scheme with schemes in Refs. [4-6] in terms of the 

computational efficiency (i.e., number of expensive cryptographic operations such as 
exponentiations or bilinear maps ). The detailed comparison result is given in Table 1. We use P 
and SM as abbreviations for pairing computation and scalar multiplications respectively. 

 
  

Table 1. Comparison of schemes 

IBAS Scheme Signature length Sign Averify 

[4] ( 1) | |k G  2 SM (2 1)k P  

[5] ( 1) | |k G  3 SM ( 1)k P kSM   

[6] ( 1) | |k G  1 SM ( 1)k P kSM   

Our scheme ( 1) | |k G  2 SM 2P kSM  

 
 
4. Security Routing Scheme 

In this subsection, we present a security routing scheme with on-demand routing 
protocol which consists of three phase: Initialization phase, route discovery phase and route 
maintenance phase. The security of it is based on the ID-based aggregate signature presented 
above. 

 
4.1. Initialization Phase 

Initialization phase is performed only once prior to the formation of the Ad hoc network. 
In this phase, off-line server sets up system parameters and distributes each node’s private key 
securely. 

 
4.2. Route Discovery Phase 

Route discovery makes a node discover dynamically a route to any other node. Route 
discovery has three stages: the initiator node broadcasts a route discovery packet called RDP, 
the intermediate nodes process the RDP message, and the target node receiving the RDP 
message returns a route reply message called REP to the initiator node. By verifying the 
aggregate signature, the target node can authenticate each intermediate node on a path and 
check the integrity of the message. The main advantage is that it requires less communication 
cost. Moreover, it needs no certificate chain. A route request message contains six fields: 

 
<RDP, IPA, IPX, seq, nodelist, aggsign>. 
 
The RDP is a packet type identifier, IPA and IPX are the node A and X’s IP address 

respectively. The seq is incremented whenever node A issues a new RDP, the nodelist is a list 
of intermediate nodes on the route between initiator and target node X, and the aggsign is an 
aggregate signature integrated by node A and intermediate nodes. When any node receives an 
RDP, it processes the message according to the following steps: 

Step 1  If the RDP message from node A has received recently, namely the pair (IPA, 
seq) for the RDP is found in this node’s received request list, then discard the message and do 
not process it further. 

Step 2  Otherwise, if this node is not the target of the RDP, then add this node’s identity 
to the nodelist and generate its own signature on the following fields:  

 
<RDP, IPA, IPX, seq, nodelist>, 

 
and aggregate its signature into the aggregate signature, then re-broadcast the message. 

Step 3  Otherwise, if this node is the target of RDP, then verify the aggregate signature 
in the RDP. 
(1) If the aggregate signature is valid, then return a REP message to node A; 
(2) Otherwise, discard the message and do not process it further. 
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A route reply message contains the following fields: 
 
<REP, IPX, seq, nodelist, sign>. 
 
The REP is a packet type identifier and IPX, seq, nodelist fields are set to the 

corresponding values from the RDP message. The seq is incremented whenever the target 
node issues a new RDP and the sign is a signature of node X. To describe this procedure given 
in Firgue 1 in details, we take an example that the initiator Node A attempts to discover a route 
to the target node X. Let node A’s next hop be Node B, Node B’s next hop be Node C, and 
Node C’s next hop be the target node X. 

 
 

 
     

Figure 1.  The procedure of REP 
 
 

4.3. Route Maintenance Phase 
If, for example, node B discovers that the link to node C is broken, it sends an error 

message (ERR) towards the source of the route. The ERR message has the following format: 
 
SignB< ERR, IPA, IPX, seq, nodelist > 
Since it is in general difficult to distinguish malicious ERR message from correct ERR 

messages, especially in very volatile networks, it may be useful to maintain a count of the 
number of ERR messages that each node generates. If a node generates an abnormally high 
number of ERR messages (compared with other nodes), it is likely that this node is malicious 
(since ERR are signed and it can be verified that such a node actually generated those 
messages). Hence such a node must be avoided during routing. 
 
 
5. Conclusion  

In this paper, we proposed a new IBAS scheme with constant pairing computations. It 
achieves a dramatic improvement in computational complexity for verification. In addition, based 
on the new aggregate signature, we design a secure routing protocol scheme, which could 
provide sound authentication in ad hoc networks without certificate management problem, and 
reduces communication cost significantly. 
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